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The King of Pop has competition in Katy Perry as her album
"Teenage Dream" keeps cranking out hits. See PULSE on
PAGE 3 to read about it.
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Organization provides
umbrellas to students

www.bgnews.com

PRINT NOW

Stations will help students stay dry on rainy days
BrAhuWidman
Managing Editor

A group on campus hopes to make
rainy days a little drier for students.
Bins of orange "courtesy umbrellas" will soon be available to use
at eight on-campus locations, courtesy of the student organization
yourFellowFalcon.
"If it's raining and you don't have
an umbrella, you can pick up one and
use it for free, and then drop it off at
the next locatioa" said senior Skyler
Rogers, who helped coordinate the
project. "We're starting with 200
umbrellas, and we hope it catches on
and grows."
The initiative is yourFellowFalcon's

first large-scale project.
Rogers suggested it to the group's
council last year after visiting Hong
Kong. Outside of the United States,
"courtesy umbrellas" are fairly common, he said.
"I saw a similar program at a campus there, and 1 thought it would
be a perfect fit here," Rogers said. "1
immediately thought I can really see
this happening on campus."'
The umbrellas were purchased
for $2,000, half from community
donations and half from the Student
Enrollment Communication Center.
Sandy Mencer, director of the

excuses for when you teally
ist because it's the end of the (icst
doesn't mean teachers won't
rk But if you do "sleep through
e sure to check your email for
and your My BGSU account for
iments.

See UMBRELLA | Paqe 2

Freshmen's string quartet help
Sanctus Real, open Stroh Center
By Bobby W.ddT.

"It felt like a dream
the whole time. It
didn't feel like I was

In Focus Editor

Sometimes students can leave
a mark on the University before
they even start school.
Brittany Brouwer and Kathleen
Schnerer, both freshmen in music
education, helped open the Stroh
Center by providing string backup
for Sanctus Real at the concert
Aug. 13.
Brouwer and Schnerer's string
quartet, called Four-Bow'd, was
formed during their junior year at
Perrysburg High School and also
consists of viola player Kim Wolf
and cellist Rob Myak.
The quartet became the first
to perform with Sanctus Real in

actually playing in
front of
4,500 people."
Brittany Brouwer | Music Education

a live setting. The quartet performed the last few songs of the
show with the band.
Schnerer, who has been playing
violin since she was three, thinks
VIOLIN

Planning a mrjht cut' Moat readme* tufa
on campus are 'ocked betwten 11:30pun. «nd
midnight, so re-enter youi residence tall for the
night through its mam entrant* instead of trying to get m through a side door.

Athletic department
launches new Facebook

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

ROCK TO THE TOP

Earlier this month, the BGSU Marketing
and Promotions launched a new Facebook fan
page on behalf of BGSU Athletics, with plenty
of new features.

University announces
new shuttle application
Candace
Archer
Political Science
Professor

The page serves as a replacement to the
"BG Warriors" page, which was also run by the
University's marketing department.

Faculty Association officers hosted a welcome information session Thursday to educate
new faculty members about collective bargaining

"The biggest thing was a rebranding of our
athletics on Facebook." said Chris Marcum.
Director of Marketing and Promotions "It
made sense to rebrand athletics as a whole
so that our social media presence was aligned
- so that not only students know to find us
online, but also so community members do
too."

The event took place from 4 to 5 p.m. in 514
Union, and nearly 30 people attended

Some of the new perks of the page are
prize giveaways to fans who "like the page

Candace Archer, chief negotiator for the
•acuity, said the Faculty Association hosted the
sesiion to explain how a contract will affect faculty members and provide information about
joining the organization

The department's goal is to get 3.000 likes
by Oct. 15. the day of the Falcons' homecoming game against Toledo. Marcum said that
if they reach that goal, they will give away
two stadium club seats to the Nov 8 football
game against Northern Illinois.

Negotiations between the University's
administration and faculty union began July 19
and have taken place almost every week since.

UUntNPOfF I THE BG NEWS
ZACH ROSS reaches to stay on the wall at free rod climbing on the rec.

Representatives from both sides said they
expect negotiations to take at least a year
before the University's first contract is completed.

CAMPUS

FORUM

SPORTS

Magician casts spd on campus

Make your voice known to all

Schib named starting quarterback

Magician/comedian Michael Kent

Forum edrtor Stephan Reed encourages any

After months of deliberation, head coach Dave

blended magic with comedy, at the Union

student and faculty member to write for his

Clawson announced Thursday afternoon that Matt

Ballroom last night using ropes, birds and

section about important issues affecting the

Schilz would be his starting quarterback this

glass. See photos | Paga 3

campus and the world at large | Page 4

fall season | Paga 6
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In addition, Marcum said that if they reach
3.000 "likes" by Nov 8. all fans will be able
to print a voucher for a free $8 ticket to any
November home football game, and students
who liked the page will be entered to win a
free round-trip voucher from Allegiant Air

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What will you be doing with your first weekend in
Bowling Green?
ROSS JENKINS
Freshman. Business

'Being a boss at the club* | Paga 4
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6:18 A.M.
Complainant reported one
$120 Garman GPS, two
$800 Bosch hammer drills
and one $4,000 Hyiacha
hammer drill stolen from his
unlocked truck within the
1400 block of E. Wooster St.
958 A.M.
Halleck Auto Sales reported
a large rock had been thrown
through the double-paned
window on its building's
south side within the 100O
block of N. Main St. The
damage is estimated at
$500

* * * » *
S3 Pitchers/Beer!
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!

DJ MANNY

18 & Up * 21 &over FRLE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

BLOTTER
TUES..AUG. 23

1,6,5 DRINK SPECIE

,),■,//, BOOMER &

2=09 P.M.
Complainant reported a fare
left her cab without paying
within the 100 block of State
Ave The passenger promised to go inside his home to
get the $40 but never came
back out.
855 P.M.
Jose R. Gonzalez. 55, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct within the
1000 block of N. Main St.
11:11 P.M.
Kimberly S Martie. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for possession of marijuana

■K,,

within the 900 block of Klotz
Road.
11:33 P.M.
Amanda Lyn Berryman. 19.
of Fremont, was cited for
underage under the influence of alcohol within the
900 block of Klotz Road.
11:34 P.M.
Jordan C. Florence. 19. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana within the 500 block of Frazee
Ave

WED., AUG. 24
1:12 A.M.
Dane M. Whitacre. 21. of

Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal mischief in Sky Bar.
Whitacre punched a towel
dispenser that was hanging
off the wall.
2:58 A.M.
Corey S. Weaver, 22. of
Oregon, Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 100 block
of E. Wooster St.
6:00 P.M.
Complainant reported
receiving a fraudulant bank
check in the mail within the
300 block of Palmer Ave.

John Doe. 37. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly conduct/interfering
with others within the 200
block of E. Napoleon Road.
He was lodged in Wood
County Justice Center and
registered as John Doe
because the officers could
not ID him.
8:59 P.M.
Complainant reported an
envelope containing $20 and
a Verizon Wireless bill she
had already paid was stolen
at Kroger.

THURS.,
8:44 PM.

UMBRELLA
From Page 1

center, said she hopes the
program will "permeate a
sense of community across
campus."
"With yourFellowFalcon,
it's all about making BGSU
a more welcoming place,"
Mencer said. "It's also a green,
sustainable initiative, because
it promotes walking on rainy
days and sharing resources."
Senior David Brown, a
member of the yourFellowFalcon council, collected a
majority of the hinds to start
the umbrella project from

residence hall councils, organizations and businesses
around the community.
"Our goal is to soon get
umbrellas in all the residence
halls, once we talk to their hall
councils," he said. "We really
want it to grow by reaching
out to other organizations,
too, and that's what BGSU is
all about—working together."
Junior Meredith Hassenrik.
an original member of the
yourFellowFalcon council,
said she was excited to sponsor the umbrella project.
"We thought it was a great
idea, and we want people to
know that they can make
these random acts of kind-

AUGUST 25
12:41A.M.
Hannah K. Postolka, 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
in City Lot 2 on East
Wooster Street.
[\ ONLINE: Go to bgwewscom for
•J the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

ness," she said. "Caring makes
this community what it is. We
really want every student to
fed a sense of belonging here."
The umbrella program
is just one of many ways
yourFellowFalcon hopes to
increase its visibility on campus. Hassenrik said.
The group currently has
more than 350 members and
is always looking for more students to foster friendliness at
the University, she said.
"We're only getting bigger,"
Hassenrik said. "Hopefully
we'll see an even bigger crowd
of highlighter orange yourFellowFalcon shirts on campus.
That's the goal."

UMBRELLAS BREAKDOWN

BYRON MACK I IHlBGNfWS
KATHLEEN SCHNERER, 8'ittany Brouwer. Rob Myak and Kim Wolf provide string accompaniment for Sanctus Real on Aug
15 Schnerer and and Brouwer are Music Education freshmen at the University.

UMBRELLAS PURCHASED: 200
COST: $2,000

VIOLIN
From Page 1

playing music is a rewarding experience.
"I really enjoy the competition, and it keeps me
motivated," Schnerer said.
"It helps me relate to other
people that are in music,
lust a lot of really cool
experiences."
Brouwer has played violin
since fifth grade and found
the concert to be an almost
surreal experience.
"It felt like a dream the
whole time," Brouwer said.
"It didn't feel like I was actually playing in front of 4,500
people. It was so cool."
The opportunity to play
with the Toledo-based
rock band came from
sales representative Keith
Aschliman. BothAschliman
and Brouwer sang in their
church's praise team.
Brouwer mentioned that it
was on her "bucket list" to
perform with a rock band.
Aschliman's son happened to be a sound engineer and the road manager
for Sanctus Real. Some of
the band's studio recordings
featured violin and string
tracks, Aschliman said.
When Aschliman called
his son, he was told the
band wanted an entire

string quartet.
"Pretty much from the
time they walked in the
stage entrance to the time
the concert was over, I think
they were smiling from earto-ear." Aschliman said.
"When they were up
there, 1 thought it was the
best concert I had ever seen
(Sanctus Real] do," he continued. "It made it ... stand
out from a normal performance and made it very
exclusive for BGSU."
Brouwer said the show
was "by far" the quartet's
largest show. Before that, it
played at weddings and the
group put on its own show
in front of 50 people at the
end of their senior year.
Schnerer mentioned the
show was largely coordinated by the quartet.
"We put everything
together; we publicized it,
got programs out ... rented the space, everything,"
Schnerer said.
They found the Stroh
concert's material less complex than the recital's, but
Schnerer said the concert
material had challenges of
its own, such as learning
the string tracks by ear off
of the albums and writing
them down.
Backing a rock band
also combined the different atmospheres of playing

weddings and recitals.
"PlayirtKjJpi weddings
we're not really the focal
point, so ... dynamics don't
really matter," Brouwer said.
"If we were playing a recital,
we are the main focus, so...
we have to be more center
stage. You have to be more
enthusiastic, your music has
to sound better, you have to
really get into it.
"Playing with a rock band,
we were kind of the background at some points, so
we had to find that balance
of when we were the background and when we were
the focal point of everything
that was going on," she said.
Continuing to play
as a quartet will also
prove to be challenging,
because Wolf is going to
Case Western and Myak
is a junior at Perrysburg.
Schnerer said the quartet probably will not continue through the school
year, though the quartet
will probably continue
throughout the summers.
Brouwer said playing with
the quartet is enjoyable.
"Since we're all friends
anyway, it will just be fun
for all of us to get together
and just play music because
that's what we love doing,
and that is like our hanging
out," Brouwer said.

LOCATIONS: Union. Olscamp Hall. Education
BuijdjQ^A^^fiea^^uilding. Offenhauei
lowers^ romeuprar^Trelscher Comptonr
^arTo1lWflrrrW?WfffrffWtration Building
Want to join or help your Fellow Falcon?
EMAIL: yourfellowfalcon@bgsu.edu or visit the
Facebook page.

JUST KEEP CL
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MAKE FALL FAMOUS

Why food matters
on a daily basis

The Pulse's guide to everything entertainment this season
■ AMANDA McGUlM
MM
RZKZNEK

By Matt LUSM
Pulse Editor

^mmW ^OOOCCUJMMST

It's only August, but this fall is bound to be a fun season for movies, music and televsioin.
n. For the
days you're not kept up studying, be sure to catch any of the upcoming acts listed below.

Movies
September:
"Apollo VF
"Shark Night 3D"
October ^
"The Ides of March"
"Footloose"
"Paranormal Activity 3"

*

Albums

TV

August:
Red Hot Chili Peppers Tm With You"
Lil Wayne "Tha Carter IV"

"2 Broke Girls" -Mondays on CBS
"The Playboy dub" - Mondays on NBC
"New Girl" - Tuesdays on FOX
"Are *HI There Vodka? It's Me, Chelsea" - TBA
"Whitney"- Thursdays on NBC
"Dexter"- Sundays on Showtime

September
The Devil Wears Prada "Dead Throne"
We Come As Romans "Understanding
What We've Grown To Be"
Demi Lovato "Unbroken"

1 have "Obsessive Food
Disorder."
While most people decide
their next meals a few
moments before they eat, I
have a week's worth of breakfasts, lunches and dinners
outlined with all the necessary ingredients on hand,
ready for preparation. Food
magazines and cookbooks litter my home office, kitchen
and living room. I'm willing
to drive hours to procure
one ingredient. When asked
what I'm thinking about, my
response always starts with,
"This recipe..." I have even
created and taught foodthemed GSW honors classes
and service learning classes.

In fact, I'm teaching two
this semester.
Many students, colleagues,
friends and family members
ask me, "Why food?" My
answers are countless, but
here are three that I'm most
passionate about.
Food affects our health.
Eating foods high in vitamins,
antioxidants and proteins —
such as kale and legumes
— helps sustain and maintain our immune systems,
complexions, weight and
overall fitness. Certain foods
can reduce cholesterol, heart
disease and the risk of certain cancers. If food can add
a couple of years to my life
and give me enough energy to
get through a long day chockfull of spin class, yoga class,
teaching, meetings, grading, writing and walking the
See FOOD | Page 5

Katy: the queen of pop!?

PUlSf EDITOR

Last week, Michael Jackson
finally met his match.
After he set the record for
the most No. 1 singles from
one album with his album
"Bad" in 1987, another popstar Anally delivered an
album full of hits.
Released last August,
Perry's "Teeange Dream"
was released with lead single
"California Gurls" assisted by
Snoop Dogg. Since then, four
other singles shot straight
to the top spot: "Teenage
Dream," "Firework." "E.T."
(which she released as a
remix with Kanye West) and
"Last Friday Night (T.G.I.F)"

MEDIA
REVIEWS

See PERRY | Page 5
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CONCERT
Vf NUE DTE Energy Mum Theatre, Clartston Ml

AlBUM
Artist !

- Grade !B

Grade j C
WWVCTFT0PTD6COM

BY NICK BAKER

Maroon 5 kicked off the concert with a great performance
of their newest hit, "Moves
Like Jagger" and continued
to entertain throughout their
set by playing some of their
more popular hits such as
"Wake Up Call," "Misery" and
"Sunday Morning" The band
also didn't forget to play some
of their lesser-known, but still
appreciated, hits like "The
Sun" and "Stutter."
Overall, the setlist was a
nothing to be upset about.
The song choices really fit
the mood of the concert, with
a slow jam thrown in there
every once in awhile. Lead
singer Adam Levine was quite
the performer, whether it was
by way of his great singing
voice or his tendency to go
grab an electric guitar, midsong, and start playing alongside his band mate, James
Valentine. The two played a
few dueling guitar solos that
made for outstanding renditions of some of their hits.

The band came out and
played their encore and then
surprisingly told the fans,
"We got Train coming out in a
minute!" Typically, the headliner of the show plays last at
live shows, but not at this one.
It was a bit confusing having Maroon 5 play first followed by Train, but both
bands made it work. Train put
on a great show, but it was
more of an opening act; they
played most of their popular
tunes like "Meet Virginia,"
"Hey, Soul Sister," and their
newest hit, "Save Me, San
Francisco." Lead Singer
Patrick Monahan showed
he can entertain a crowd as
well, occasionally taking fans'
camera phones and taking
photos of himself with them
while in the middle of a song.
He even picked out a group of
about 30 or 40 girls to come up
on stage and sing with him.
For their encore, Train
played a less popular song but
set a mood with "This Ain't
Goodbye," and closed it out

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

WVAV.HWIPISWrEAM.COM

WHWCMICHtUfSrVlfSCOM

with "Drops of Jupiter."
Maroon 5 has had their
opener play after them in the
past at concerts, and they
did it again at DTE Energy
Music Theatre. It made for
an interesting concert experience to say the least. Both
bands played a full set, so
the music was enjoyable, just
a little different. It's not good

practice to let your opener
play after you, and it shows
why bands have openers to
get the crowd in the mood
for some live music. The
crowd seemed more into
Train at times than Maroon
5. Great performances by
both bands, but a word of
advice for Maroon 5: make
sure you play last next time.

NKX BAKER I THE K NEWS
Train's lead singer. Patrick Monahan. sings with the dozens of girts he invited up on
stage during "Hey. Soul Sister". The girls were given matching "Train' shirts and even
got to sing alongside Monahan

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

Salsa Taste Off Competition

Feasts With Beasts

The Toledo Farmers Market will host a Salsa Taste Off
Saturday, Aug. 27 from 9 a.m. until noon for the public to
by spicy and sweet treats. The Farmers Market is located

The Toledo Zoo will be allowing the public to enjoy a meal with
animals from the park for a fund-raising event The event will be
Friday, Aug. 26 from 6:30 p.m. to midnight.

on525MartketSt.

I*

(which also has a remix version with Missy Elliot.)
The album, featuring Katy
Perry naked in the cloud
on the cover, was not only
backed with outlandish
music videos (she parades
around a Candyland-like
game in one and is an alien
lover in another) and a world
tour which featured SmellO-Vision, which filled venues with the smell of cotton
candy every night.
Of all of the artists who
came after M), who has been
labeled the King of Pop and
released the best-selling
album of all time, "Thriller,"
it has surprised me to no end
that Perry tied the record.
People often view pop
music as disposable chorus-

BYZACHGASE

The Game has got to be
one of the most bi-polar
artists in music.
He disses a rapper, then
takes it back, then disses
him again. He uses a completely different voice on
each track, and through
some sort of publicitity
stunt he always manages to
catch our attention.
And with his fourth LP,
"The R.E.D. Album," you
know the format by now:
great production, guest
spots from some of the best
rappers in the game and
mediocre raps plagued with
endless name dropping.
His latest opus features
several extremely corny
interludes featuring uninspired narration from Dr.
Dre who sounds like he's
reading off of a very poorly
written script.
Dre, Game's former mentor and hero, also makes
an appearance alongside
Snoop Dogg on "Drug Test."

This track, while pretty
good, sounds suspiciously like Dre's "Detox" single "Kush" and is likely a
track that was intended
for the elusive LP.
My biggest problem with
Game, aside from his very
limited lyrical ability, is how
often he changes his flow or
delivery.
For example, on the
incredibly corny "Martians
Vs. Goblins," he steals the
Odd Future shtick, and is
still outshined by Tyler the
Creator on the same track.
On "Paramedics," Game
unapologetically steals
Young Jeezy's infamous
raspy-voiced delivery.
Despite these and several
other faults, "The R.E.D.
Album" does have some
bright spots, including the
Kendrick Lamar-assisted
opener, "The City."
DJ Khalil cleverly samples the film, "Boyz n Da
See GAME | PageS

THEY SAID IT

The only time we don't see each
other is when we're sleeping."
-Mary-Kate Olsen

VISIT BGYIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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"It felt like a dream the whole time. It didn't feel like I was actually playing in front of
4,500 people. It was so cool."
- Freshman Brittany Brouwer said on performing with Sanctus Real [see story, pg. 1],

THE STREET

"Streaking down
the halls."

^nday, August 28.2011 4

What will you be doing with your first weekend in Bowling Green7
^Hfc**V'.|

Cfvllin with my

I m meeting new
people because I
have no friends."

"Attending fraternity recruitment"

m-

n 1 peeps."

COURTNEY

JAY

"*

COX.
Freshman.
Psychology

GROTHAUSE,
Junior,
Accounting

-1

* 1
^J
1
1

DEANDRE
JONES,
Freshman.
Biomedlcal
Engineering

F[iday August 26_

M

P\ VISIT US AT
K? BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewsxom

BEN
BUSDICKER,
Senior.
Philosophy

The BG News offers Drink lids cause problems for consumers
a voice for writers,
students, faculty

O

gar, we can run what you say.
Next to your writing,
STEPHAN REED
we put a headshot so you
FORUM EDITOR
become more personable to
the readers. I have had a few
people walk up to me and
In the Fall Of 2010. I saw an discuss my columns, and the
injustice that needed to be experience was humbling.
Suppose you aren't the
addressed, but I had no way
best with words, but you are
of expressing my thoughts.
1 was driving home, and mighty with a sketchbook;
I was thinking about an you can draw cartoons to
Independent politician who express your opinion.
The Forum section is the
lost an election because of
his lack of a major party place for members of the
affiliation, and I wanted to University, both students
articulate my thoughts into and faculty, to speak their
words and have people talk feelings about whatever they
about what I saw. I called a feel is important.
And if you want to remain
friend of mine, and she told
me to write a column for The anonymous, we have the
Falcon Screech section every
BG News.
So, 1 wrote a 600-word piece Monday. Drop your 100-word
that students and other mem- rant off to me digitally on our
bers of the Bowling Green website or put a hard copy in
community picked up and my mailbox in the newsroom
read, and they gave me their (210 West Hall).
Writing is rewarding. It's
feedback and 1 was satisfied.
Every week, I look at the as simple as that. I have
world around me and notice watched people pick up the
details which I view as offen- newspaper and turn right to
sive, humorous or just com- the Forum section to read
the column their preferred
pletely strange.
Reflecting on these details columnist writes.
I have also talked to a few
causes me to have an opinion, and I share my opinion people who completely diswith the readers of the news- agree with certain columnists, but they like to read
paper each week.
I have always found writing their articles because it helps
to be therapeutic, and while fuel their own opinions.
Even if people don't agree
some people prefer to keep
their thoughts locked in a with you, the fact that they
diary, others like to put their read your work and are
ideas on a tabloid-sized page willing to debate with you
that is circulated to the entire is rewarding.
student body and surroundSo, if you are filled with
good ideas,
ambitious
ing businesses.
To anyone reading this col- thoughts or just want to rant,
umn, I ask you: do you have the Forum section at The BG
a strong opinion, creative News is the place to be.
imagination or sarcastic view
Contact The BG News at
of the world? If so, you can 419-372-6966 or just walk in
write for the Forum section of to the newsroom and let anyThe BG News.
one know that you want your
Writing a column is as easy voice to be heard!
as getting fired up about a
subject and typing your heart
out. As long as what you say
Respond to Stephan at
isn't slander, libel or too vullhenews@bgnews.com

HAXFILBY
NEWS EDITOR

Water, water everywhere
and not a drop to drink...
because the lid wasn't on
tight enough.
Well, maybe it wasn't
water. Maybe it was Sprite,
Coke or lemonade? Whatever
it was, you've probably
spilled it when the lid of your
fountain drink cup decides it
has better things to do than
contain liquid any longer.
If you've ever had a
fountain drink, you've
propably shared in such
an experience when the lid
just gives up.
Don't worry, it's not your

part of the scam. He or
she wants Jim to have to
buy another drink because
his lid just wasn't strong
enough to contain the oversized beverage.
How hard is it to design
a lid that conforms to the
rim of a cup?
Starbucks and Solo seem
to have done it. When was
the last time you saw someone's coffee lid shooting off
the top of their cup? Never,
because Solo knows what it's
doing — just ask any college
student walking out of a grocery store on a Friday night.
Even though Solo puts up
a good fight in "the war on
lids," someone else needs
to join in against the worst
enemy of them all, bad lids.
I'm not asking for some
sort of high-end lid that can

fault; it's the lid's fault.
Some fast food restaraunts like to trick people
with their bad lids and dollar drink specials.
Think about our imaginary friend )im: he just left
the dentist, and he's looking forward to that Megalumbo-Supersized- Polar
slurpy he's about to get for
just a dollar. What a steal, so
he thinks.
As Jim drives up to the
drive-thru window he
hands the cashier his dollar, and just when lim wraps
his hand around the drink
(which is probably about
two ounces less than a two
liter) the top pops off and his
slurpy spills everywhere.
Of course the cashier
immediately closes his or
her window, because that's

sync to my iTunes or that I
can Skype on while drinking
it. I just want something that
won't fall off all the time.
So, if you can come up
with something better to
seal a cup than a lid (that
won't spill any sort of liquid), send it to me at 210
West Hall by September 1
and I'll evaluate it online at
BGNews.com.
With your help, the "war
on lids" may be over soon.
Unfortunately, the "war on
using cliche phrases to descibe situations," like spilling a fountain drink, is a
battle for another issue and
probably the second week
of classes.

Respond lo Max at
thenews@bgnews.com

Judging individuals can be beneficial

I for one am happy with
Bowling Green's bitter cold,
because with the more tolerable weather one stands the
risk of running into intolerable street preachers.
Some people know of street
preachers, even if we have
not encountered one personally. They are the people who
exclaim, among other repugnant claims, that homosexual
acts are evil and those that
engage in them deserve to
bum forever in a lake of fire
where there will be wailing
and gnashing of the teeth.
As unpleasant as their
message is, it is the people
who argue with them that
make me truly wary of
warmer weather.
Don't get me wrong, I find
it commendable when people attempt to correct such
falsehood, but that is not
what is said by many of the
preachers detractors.
What most people say to
street preachers, as if from a
script, is, "You are wrong to
judge people!"

I am in complete agreement with the first three
words; it is the three words
tacked on at the end that I
take issue wfth.
Not only is their statement
contingent on hardcore cognitive dissidence, since saying
that it is wrong of someone
to judge is in itself a passage
of judgment, but it fails to
defend a morally acceptable
way of living.
And just as this fetish
with being "nonjudgmental" can fail in defending
the good, I have also found
it to be a roadblock in condemning truly deplorable
things as well.
These "nonjudgniental"
types are often the same
people who say one shouldn't
judge those that engage
in female circumcision on
young girls.
During class discussions
about nontraditional, and
perhaps grotesque surgeries and similar practices, I
have become accustomed
to people saying, "Who am
I to judge?"
Now, of course these students were probably just trying to be open-minded, as we
all should be in an academic
setting, but it would be best to
remember the wise words of

Christopher Hitchens:
"The problem with openmindedness is that it can
become empty-mindedness."
"Empty-mindedness"
seems to be a good descriptor of "Thou shall not judge"
extremists.
As much as I don't like
preachers yelling Leviticus
20:13, it is the quoting of John
7:1 by those that yell back that
I just can't stand.
Because they have turned
the commendable virtue
of humility, admitting one
does not know everything,
into the nihilistic precept of
agnosticism, that one can
know nothing.
Because they have turned
the benign value of tolerating differences among people
into a tacit approval of the
worst of people.
And far from being the
"sophisticated" stance, it
behaves like the lazy and
cowardly stance.
Say what you will of the
preacher, at least he has the
courage of his convictions,
however wrong they may be.
Also, if some of these
"God hates Gays" preachers
really believe in such a cruel,
cruel god, then he must be
psychologically damaged in
some way by it (if you want to

make a bet, my money's on
Stockholm syndrome). You
can't get that mad at someone
who isn't all there; I hope the
same cannot be said about
my fellow students.
So far I have been highly
critical, judgmental if you will,
on the concept of being "nonjudgmental" and have been
rather "pro-judging." But of
course there are incorrect
ways of voicing one's view.
One need not be strident
and callous about it, or heap
on the ad hominems and up
the noise level. And of course,
when criticizing another culture (which I fully support
in general) be ever mindful
your own culture's failings,
so that you don't fall into
ethnocentric or simply racist
lines of thinking.
With a certain level of
humility, just state what you
believe and why.
And don't preface every
sentence with "In my opinion. .." You are the one saying
it; clearly it's your opinion.
If you must give the preachers more attention than he
deserves, just say, "You are
wrong."

Respond to Mathew at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:
■ Email us at thenews<*>bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

FOOD

NO HOST WILD ANTICS PLANNED FOR THIS
WEEKEND SVMA'S

From Page 3

MTV President Stephen Friedman has a lot planned for this
weekend's Video Music Awards. The show, which will air this
Sunday at 9 p.m., will open with a performance by Lady Gaga,
which will be "something the world has never seen from her,"
Friedman said. The show also will include perfromances by
Beyonce, Bruno Mars and Lil Wayne. Lil Wayne's much-anticipated album "Tha Carter IV" will go one sale online at midnight after the show airs. The show will also feature tributes to
Britney Spears and the late Amy Winehouse. Another note was
the lack of a host at this year's show. Confirmed to be presenting are Will Farrell, Jack Black, Zoe Saldana and Kevin Hart.

dog, why not care immensely
about what I choose to eat?
The environmental impact
of food is just as important.
Choosing organic produce
and sustainabfy raised meats
helps protect our land, ozone
and ecosystem. The local
food movement boasts that
seasonally raised tomatoes taste better then those
found in the grocery store in
the middle of lanuary. But,

PERRY
From Paqe 3
Hnpy/wnEiBsoiHERSorrcoM
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SUGARLAND TRAGEDY

Popular country duo Sugarland returned to their tour after
a stage collapsed at the Indiana State Fair, killing five people.
The Grammy-winning country band was only minutes from
performing a couple of weeks ago when strong winds damaged the stage. They are currently planning a private memorial for the victims.

HTTW/PAPERBRJFCOM

SWIFT SHOWS HER GOODS

During a tour stop in St.
Louis, a YouTubc video
caught a shot of Taylor
Swift's backside when a wind
machine flew her skirt up.
She was wearing nude-colored briefs.

es and sloppily crafted lyrics, and I would agree with
them when talking about
"Teenage Dream." Most of
the songs deal with themes
revolving around getting
drunk in bars, having sex on
the beach and comparing
male genatalia to a feathered animal. Though, I do
think "E.T." has strong songwriting, "Firework" features
the line "do you ever feel like
a plastic bag?" What is that?
But with "Bad," the same
cannot be said.
Jackson topped the charts
in 1987 with singles "1 lust
Can't Stop Loving You,"
"The Way You Make Me
Feel," "Bad," "Man In The
Mirror" and "Dirty Diana."
The singles, which have the
same positive energy found
in Perry's singles, showcase a
little something extra.
Firstly, there was substance
in Jackson's work. "Man
In The Mirror" is a call for
peace in the world, with the
solution only being possible
by starting with yourself. "I
Just Can't Stop Loving You"
is a touching love ballad and
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more notably, ealirij- local
foods means a reduction in
emissions from the refrigerated trucks hauling produce
from California to Ohio, and
it means the dollars I spend
on fixxl go back into my community — to farmers I can
chat with face-to-face and
develop lasting bonds with.
Our demands as consumers
dictate our supply of food.
If I make choices that show
companies I want humanely
raised meat, organic dairy
products and seasonal veggies, then, essentially, I'm tak-

'The Way ou Make Me Feel"
is a seductive, joyous tune.
And "Dirty Diana" is a horrorfilled account of a stalker.
Jackson also did not rely
on big-named rappers to
acquire success. Snoop
Dogg and Missy Elliot are
not A-list anymore and Perry
should be embarrassed that
Kanye outshines her on the
remix for "E.T."
lastly, and most notably,
Michael Jackson writes his
own music. He wrote all
but two songs featured on
"Bad," while Perry only cowrote her songs with other
big producers.
Billboard's Gary Trust
also noted that Jackson's
singles went No. 1 in just
over nine months, whereas Perry took a year and
two months.
Other popstars that came
before Perry couldn't seem to
break Jackson's record, and
Perry just might. "Peacock,"
the fifth track on the album,
is begging to be on the radio.
If any other song from the
album goes to No. I, we may
have to crown Perry the
Queen of Pop.
When really, I'd rather be
"Bad" than live in a "Teenage
Dream." I'm just saying.

HTtW/IMAGiS PKIU«SHUNia>M

ing a political stand for the
types of food I deem safe for
my family and our Earth —
and I expect companies
to work harder to supply
those foods.
A sense of community is
the most significant reason
why I'm food obsessed. I love
how food gathers people
around a table to share their
stories, toils and dreams. I
can't count how many times
a casual discussion about
a favorite food, restaurant
or recipe has led to lasting
friendship. Or how a conver-

sation about food preferences
has led to an insightful talk
about politics, relationships
and the human condition.
It sounds lofty, but it's true.
The next lime you're sitting
down to a meal with others,
observe the natural course
of dialogue. You'll see what
I mean. Traditions such as
potlucks and birthday meals
are testaments to food's ability to create and nourish our
fellowship with one another.
That's no coincidence.
Which leads me to this
question: "Why not food?"

FALL
From Page 3
Movies

November:
"A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas"
"11-11-11"
"The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 1"
"The Muppets"
December:
"Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows"
"The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo"
Albums
October
Blessthefall "Awakening"
Evanescence "Evanescence"
Coldplay "Mylo Xyloto"

Drake "Take Care"
Other rumored releases:
Daughtry
Dr. Dre
Missy Elliot

John Mayer
Kelly Clarkson
No Doubt

GAME
From Paqe 3

Hood" for the stand out
cut, "Ricky" which is one
of the best beats I've heard
all year. And Game does his
best Nas impression (which
actually sounds good,
unlike his other flow jackings) over the DJ Premierlaced, "Born in the Trap."
This record, and his

previous two albums for
that matter, is completely
all over the place. With a
little direction, like he had
from 50 Cent on his debut
album. Game can make a
great album, but unfortunately he seems to lack any
focus or identity for that to
happen again.

IDOL STILL HAS JENNY FROM THE BLOCK

Jennifer Lopez has officially
signed on for a second season
as a judge on "American Idol,"
ending months of speculation. Randy Jackson and Steven
Tyler will also be returning to
the show's 11th season, which
will begin Jan. 22. This news
comes right after Lopez filed
for divorce from her husband
Marc Anthony.

Welcome
Freshman & New Students!
REMEMBER:
HITPJJSOOUinUFECOM/

HnP/,MKH*EU»CKS0N6*DC0STUMES

THINK BEFORE

YOU DRINK!!

VILLAGE
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APARTMENTS

SHEEN BOOED BY JUGGALOS

* 1+2 BR
Apartments Available•

During his hosting gig at
the annual Gathering of the
Juggalos, which is a concert at
Cave-In Rock, 111., the former
"Two and a Half Men" actor
was met with boos and projectiles thrown at him from the
audience. He is not the first to
meet with bad reception. Last
year, Tila Tequila had bottles
and feces thrown at her when
she made an appearance.

The next time you
walk by the University
Seal keep this in mind,
if you stand on the
seal at midnight and
kiss your sweetheart,
you will soon be
married.

• Semester Leases •
• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
(Utilities included *

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at.
* • 1 apoleon Road |£V
Green
in Bo:
!• -2. 2-2' II

HTTW/GOSSIPWHYFAMECOM

Student Legal Services, Inc.
is your law firm on campus.
We know how excited you are to be here at BGSU,
away from Mom and Dad, and looking forward to
making the most of your educational experience.
We are here to assist you by offering the facts about
alcohol and the law. Please consider the risks that you
take when you are underage and drink alcohol. These
may include possible fines, imprisonment and a criminal
record, which, in some career choices could prevent
you from obtaining licensure. Don't become one of the
statistics that says: "It won't happen to me."
In addition, we offer assistance in:

; .

LCOMI - OH

Traffic Cases
Landlord-Tenant
Matters

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27TH 2011

Consumer Matters
Miscellaneous
Matters.

^OEV^ns,

ZUMBA-THON!
34N-3BASKETBAUT0URf€Y!
MOVIE IN THE POOL!
10:30 PM-1:00 AM
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

7:00-9:00 PM LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
SPONSORED BY:
THE OFFICE OF MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
& THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

SPONSORED BY:
RECREATION AND WELLNESS
THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
H20
COCA-COLA

SLS
We are conveniently located at 401 South Hall.
Stop by our office to obtain further
information about our services.

SPORTS
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Matt Schilz named
Falcons' starting
quarterback

fc\G STAG£

By Ryan SatkowUk
Sports Editor

BG senior defensive specialist Nitta excels with USA Deaf Volleyball team
By Nick Marlow
Reporter

"To be a part of the USA team that won this
year's Friendship Games, it means that I'm

One member of BGSU's womens
volleyball team can now call herrepresenting for the USA and deaf
self an international champion.
Madison Nitta, defensive specommunity, and especially for BGSU."
cialist, competed in this year's
Friendship Games at Gallaudet
Madison Nitta | B6 volleyball defensive specialist
University in Washington D.C.,
as a member of the USA Deaf
Volleyball team that won it all. over Ukraine marked Ukraine's teammates whom I've played
Nitta played in every set during first and second losses in its last with twice requires a lot of trust,"
she said. "Because of the fact that
the games, a large contributor to six years of international play.
Nitta's performance against we couldn't wear our hearing
the team's spotless 5-0 effort.
"To be a part of the USA team Canada in the semifinals was aids in the games, none of us
that won this year's Friendship especially notable. She began the were able to hear each other ... I
Games, it means that I'm rep- match with three straight aces, had to pick up some useful sign
resenting for the USA and deaf setting the pace for an eventual language words/cues while I was
playing in order to take care of
community, and especially for sweep over the Canadians.
In order to qualify for the team, the job "n the court."
BGSU," Nitta said. "Since the
Along with the team's successFriendship Games was my first athletes must have a hearing loss
international competition and of 55 decibels or greater in their es in the games, Nitta enjoyed the
this year's team's first inter- better ear and are not able to off-court experience as well.
"I got the opportunity to talk
national tournament win, I've wear hearing aids. As a result,
never felt more proud to be a Nitta said her time with the USA to the women's lapan team and
team has been much different realized that they truly are the
U.S. citizen."
In the five bouts, the USA than her collegiate experience.
See NITTA | Page 7
"Playing in the Friendship
defeated Canada and Ukraine
twice and lapan once. The wins Games for the first time with my

In the end, previous experience
paid off.
Matt Schilz, a redshirt sophomore who started 10 games for
the Falcons last season, was
named the starting quarterback
for the team's season opener
against Idaho Sept. 1.
Schilz beat out redshirt freshman Trent Hurley, who has not
seen live game action since his
senior year of high school.
"I think at the end of the day
you can compare the numbers,
but your decision comes down
to a gut feeling," said third year
head coach Dave Clawson. "This
was a very, very hard decision,
and I've been in a number of
these situations where there's two
guys competing, and this was one
of the more difficult decisions."
Despite each quarterback now
having a defined place on the
depth chart, Clawson said the
team will continue to prepare
both quarterbacks to play, adding that he needs both to play at
a high level for this team to be
successful.
Clawson has reiterated that
since the beginning of summer
because of what he called the
"nature of the conference." Last
season, three of the top five teams
in the Mid-American Conference
had two quarterbacks attempt at
least 100 passes.
__"We felt that we had two quarterbacks play at a very high level
all throughout camp," Clawson
said. "It's a very good problem to
have. But right now Mau gives us
the best chance to win."
Last season, Schilz threw for
2,223 yards on 228-for-377 passing (60.5 completion percent). He
had eight touchdown passes and
14 interceptions.
He won a four-way quarterback
battle at the beginning of last season and started the first three
games of the season. In the third
game, he suffered a sprained AC
joint in his throwing shoulder

Matt
Schilz
Named the Falcons'
starting quarterback
following camp

Trent
Hurley
Will serve as the
backup quarterback
to Schilz

and missed the next two games.
However, he said that he has
fully rehabbed that injury and is
ready to go for the season.
"You work all year for this
lopportunityl, and I'm ready to
win some games with this team,"
Schilz said.
Because of his 10 games of
starting experience last season,
Schilz said he feels he is both
more prepared physically and
mentally for the season, emphasizing that he now knows how to
read a defense better.
"I'm definitely more comfortable; I definitely know the offense
better, so now I can focus on the
defense more instead of worrying
about what my role is," he said. "I
can really get the whole picture
this year."
Protecting the quarterback this
year will be an offensive line that
Schilz said has meshed together
through camp. Supporting him
will be a group of wide receivers
that Clawson called the "deepest
position on the roster," and some
stable running backs that both
Schilz and Clawson believe will
add a dimension to the offense
they did not have last season.
"We have a couple of guys who
have different styles of running,
so that should help our game this
year," Schilz said.
Despite Hurley now being relegated to a backup role, Clawson
said that he will make sure that
See SCHILZ | Page 7

BG men's soccer takes on University
of Michigan in home opener
By Cannron T«agu«
Reporter

SYRONMACK I PHOTO ED'TOR
MKO OUVERIO passes the ball during BG's upset over No 21 Butler Monday afternoon.

FACEBOOK

"I feel we just have a few tweaks to make in each
line. We also have to play a bit smarter and knock

Friday at 9 p.m. the BGSU men's soccer team will play the No. 9 ranked the ball around more to take control of the game."
Michigan Wolverines on Cochrane
Eric Nichols I BG men's soccer coach
Field.
After coming off a big win against
ing the preseason in its 12 years as
the No. 21 ranked Butler Bulldogs, ing the best we can."
Many fans may think there a program.
they will change gears and get ready
The Wolverines have the upper
for their second ranked opponent is nothing to change in the line
from the Butler game, but there hand against the Falcons in the
in a row.
"We worked very hard in training is always something a team can series, leading 6-2-0 with their most
recent win coming last year a 5-1
leading up to the Butler game," said improve.
"I feel we just have a few tweaks win in Ann Arbor.
Coach Nichols. "It definitely helped
"We are very confident this year
as we played smart and good soccer to make in each line," Nichols said.
"We also have to play a bit smarter will be different. We have been
against Butler."
The Falcons will have to feed off and knock the ball around more to practicing and playing hard all off
that confidence and energy when take control of the game."
season — everybody seems to be
Michigan, who is a very well very focused," Nichols said. "With
playing Michigan Friday.
"The win against Butler helps us, coached team and very confi- the talent on this team, our depth
but having a good week of train- dent, will be tough to beat. Being is amazing. We can start 11 and
ing helped even more," Nichols said. ranked No. 9 will give them even
See HOME | Page 7
"We can't be worried about them; more confidence, as they have
we have to worry about us and play- never been ranked this high dur-
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BG rugby to
host annual
alumni game
By Ma« Houi.hold.r
Reporter

It's thai lime of year again;
it's time for the 27th annual
rugby alumni game.
This game is an annually run exhibition match
that brings together both
past and current stars of
BG rugby.
This event allows current
Falcon rugby members to
see how their program has
evolved over the past 100
years, as well as give the
alumni a chance to see how
competitive the team will
be for the upcoming season.
"The atmosphere at the
alumni game is one of the
best to play in; everyone is
smiling and looking to have
a great time," said sophomore winger Max Narewski.
The players can't wait for
this game because it allows
them to see how their program was made into a
national power.
"I can honestly say I look
forward to the alumni game
all year," Narewski said.
"Which makes me upset
that I have to miss it this
year due to another rugby
commitment."
The game will be held
Saturday, Aug. 27 at College
Park, just north of campus and will feature many
Falcon rugby alumni.
The time of this game
is "to be announced" but
should start sometime in
the afternoon on Saturday
and last about three hours.
There will be two games
that day as opposed to the
normal three. This will
group better players onto
the field for each game. .
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BG volleyball begins season
with Dickmann Invitational
By Nick M.rlow
Reporter

The BG volleyball team
opens the season today in
Annapolis, Md., taking on
the Air Force in its first game
of the Kristen Dickmann
Invitational. Hosted by the
U.S. Naval Academy, five
teams will be competing in
the tournament.
The following is a preview
of the teams the Falcons will
face in the competition:
Air Force:
The Falcons are coming
off a 4-25 effort last year
and entering the 2011 season having lost four of six
starters. However, defensive specialist Maiya Perich
returns after a 2010 campaign in which she averaged
2.23 digs per set and led the
team with 22 aces.
Navy:
The Midshipmen finished
the 2010 season 7-23. The
Navy returns its overall
point leader in Setter Erin
Former. Former led the
team last season with 253
kills, and her 438 assists
were good for second. Also
returning to roster is last
season's digs (420) and serv-
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ing aces (37) leader in defensive specialist Holly Berger.
However, the team loses last
season's leading blocker and
setter through the departures of Ndidi Ibe and lenny
Rudewicz.
St. Johns:
The Red Storm is most
likely the favorite to win the
invitational. Returning five of
six starters from a team that
finished 18-13 last season, St.
Johns returns with a lineup
proven solid. Middle and outside hitter Darlene Ramdin
provides the Red Storm with a
strong front. She led the team
last season with 256 kills and
119 blocks.
lona:
The Gaels posted an
impressive 20-11 record
last season, but lost four of
six starters to graduation.

3

11a.m
Jp.m.

1

The Gaels do return overall point leader in outside
hitter Theresa Harvey, but
lose Colleen Genett, second in points and leader
in blocks (98), and setter
Alyssa Erickson, who produced 896 assists (9.05 per
set) last season.
The invitational commemorates the death of former
U.S. Naval Academy volleyball player Kristin Dickmann.
Dickmann was found by her
roommates in May of 2008
unconscious and not breathing in her bed. Pronounced
dead in the hospital shortly
after, the cause surrounding her death was not initially known. The Maryland
Medical Examiner's Office
later determined cardiac
arrhythmia, or abnormal
heart rhythm, the cause of
Dickmann's death, according
to John Hopkins University.
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This weekends Lristen Dickmann Invitational marks the beginning of
Denise Van De Walle's final season as BG head coach. The MAC s
all-time wins leader will look to help guide the Falcons in this weekends tournament. Here is the Falcons' schedule this weekend:
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Remaining CCHA teams
invited to join WCH A
By The BG News Sports Staff

Five of the remaing teams
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association have
been extended an invitation
to join the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, the
conferences announced
Thursday.
The move is now pending the approval of the
Board of Trustees at the
five CCHA schools.
The
Falcons,
Lake
Superior, Western Michigan,
Ferris State and Alaska have
been given 30 days to accept
or decline the invite. While
Notre Dame still remains
with the CCHA, they were
not extended an invite, as
it is widely assumed that

SOCCER
BRIEF
Women's soccer
takes on Detroit
The Falcons are kicking off their
home opener Aug. 28 against the
Detroit Mercy Titans with redemption on their mind. They are currently
0-2 on the season with losses at
Loyola (0-1) and Illinois State (2-5).
The Titans will give me Fakons a
run lor their money after coming off

they will join either I lockey
East or the newly formed
National Collegiate Hockey
Conference, whose formation in July sparked college
hockey realignment talk.
Should the CCHA and
WCHA agree to merge, the
changes would not take
effect until the 2013-14
season, which is when the
NCHC and Big Ten conference are scheduled to begin
competition.
The CCHA originally
lost Michigan, Michigan
State and Ohio State in the
spring when the Big Ten
announced it would form a
hockey conference. Miami
then left for the NCHC in
luly with five schools from
the WCHA.

a 4-0 win against Eastern Michigan
and a very respectable 1-0 loss
against reigning MAC champions

NITTA

Central Michigan.
BG has seen a big presence

From Page 6

of underclassmen in the first two
games. Freshman Kaylee Draper and
Sophomore Ashley Miller scored the
Falcons' two goals.
BGSU's home opener versus
Detroit Mercy will be at 1 p.m.
Sunday at the Cochrane Soccer

BYRON MACK

PWOXiDltOR

MATT SCHILZ runs from linebacker Charlie Walker during one of the Falcons' scrimmages in fall camp

Stadium.

Visit us online at
BGNews.com

SCHILZ
From Page 6
the team gets Hurley ready

to go in case they have an
injury issue arise like the
one they had last season.
"We really felt that we had
to get two guys ready to play,

and I feel so much better
with where we are at that
position right now than I
did at this time a year ago,"
Clawson said.

most positive group of people in the world, especially
after the earthquake and
tsunami devastation that
they experienced," Nitta
said.
With every intention
of helping the USA team
defend its crown at the
2012 Friendship Games,
Nitta's sole focus is now
on her final season with

the Falcons.
"I'm really looking for
a strong and exciting finish with my senior season with the Falcons," she
said. "Because this is my
last year of collegiate volleyball at BGSU as well
as Coach Denise Van De
Walle's last year ... I'm
definitely looking forward
to making this a memorable and winning season for myself, Coach Van
De Walle and my teammates."

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
•
•
•
•

We have Efliciencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
BYRONMACK I PHOTOEDUOR
DANNY BARALDI fights for the ball during BG's season opener Monday afternoon.

HOME
From Page 6
have another 11 come off the
bench and still compete."
Starting off the regular
season against Michigan

is never easy, but if anything, you can believe
the energy will be there
Friday night at Cochrane
Field. The Falcons are
excited to start their season and play in front of
their energetic crowd.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.^
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

CAMPUS

8 ffldsy August 26 - Sunday. August 28.2011

SMASHIN' GLASS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
II
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1 Boaters and bowlers
2 Auditorium sign
3 "Leading With My Chin"
author
4 Film with a creepy motel
20
21
owner
5 Archie's heartthrob
6 Denny's competitor
7 Diamonds, but not emeralds
6 Robin Williams forte
9 Tight braid
31 Mars pair
10 Gone by
11 Shop specializing in 35 _ rock
Winnie the Pooh mer- 37 Alone
38 Joyce's homeland
chandise?
40 Ostentatious behavior
12 Lotte who played
42'_
With Morris":
Rosa Webb in "From
Albom best-seller
Russia With Love'
45 Salts on the ocean
13 German steel town
47 Hip bones
21 Fashion designer
50 Star Wars prog.
Michael
52 German sub?
22 Anthem contraction
26 Pontiac muscle cars 53 Present itself, as a
thought
27 Slightly cracked
54 Tolkien ringbearer
28 Angler's need
55 1975 Tony-winning
29 Money set aside for
play about a stablegarden mazes?
boy
30 Drink brand with a
59 The munchies, e.g.
lizard logo
1 Beatles film
60 Cruise stop
5 Globetrotter's need
61 Dark purple fruit
9 TV choice
44 First name in daytime TV
62 Eternities, seemingly
14 xt y and z, in math
46 World-weariness
63 Midterm or final
48 Gin maker Whitney
15 Israel's Barak
65 "Golly!"
16 Curved moldings
49 Jazz and swing penods
51 Word with crew or key
17 Hard to spot
53 Gndiron call
18 Muddy up
19 Chestnut-hued horses
56 Respectful title
1 $ 3 'MS 3 3 SHS 3 S O U
20 Crv<*ken. beef, or fish?
57 French vineyard
s N o ill i o (\Wn ] a a n
23 Bar order
58 Expensive bottle of wine?
3 o n >■• s u n|o o N a a
64 River including Livingstone
24 Sweetie
i 3 s s v 0,1 n o i 3 | n u o
25 Three-time Oscar winner for Best
Falls
|UIS||3OISJ ^0
66
Major
in
astronomy?
Foreign Language Film
1313 1 3 » S | S V b 3 (
27 Saw
67 Balm ingredient
i
i
iMi
n mils i 9i<
68 Milk dispenser
32 Membership list
nan |i >m *H* a n *
33 Slangy morning cup
69 Hardly handsome
3,sao»|dOOJS|3Qr
34 Tabloid exclusive
70 Loads
| | V 1 Od | n S 1 U 0 H d»
36 Infenor
71 Run for the ; Kentucky
'i i a WM\ N
H■
39 Director of the last episode of
Derby
3
A uIlN Ol ldOHOOlS
■M'A'S'H"
72 Understands
S
N
V
0
uMi
1
o
HII
N ■
41 Concerning
73 Gusto
5 110 oflan H jit 1 X »
43 Hershey's toffee bar
3 3 9* DH» S 1 l|<l 3 3 H
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MICHAEL KENT, ol Columbus Oho. performed in the Bosven Thompson Student Union Thursday night in front of a large
student crowd The comedian and magician called students up on stage to help him during his acts in the Union Ballroom. For this
piece, he broke a glass bottle and put the sharp end facing up under a brown paper bag. There were four bags on the table which
he mixed up and had another student also ma up The girl in this photo chose the three bags he was to smash Kent
missed the bag with the bottle inside of it. Kent is on an Eastern American tour performing at various college campuses from
Flonda to Connecticut.

The BG News
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
Itie Hi. \invs will not knowingly accept
MhfflWHWIH 'till discriminate, or
encouraec discrimination again*) any
individual or |iruiip on the basis of race.
m color, need, relliuon. national oriKin sexual oneniallon. disability, status
.is i si'tei.ui.ur on the basis ol any other
l.v.ilK protected slalus
IheHClNewsreservesthctlgliltodecUne.
disi.iiulnuc01 revise any adveillsiineni
Mich .is those lound tn be defamatory,
larking in fiiciual basis misleading or
fal-c ill initiire .Ml advertisemenls are
subie, t tn editing anil approval

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout!
NOW 3e venng"
Anything in the store to you
Every day 4pm-2 30am!
419-354-BEER
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
NFL Sunday Ticket.
BG Browns Backers.
College Football!
17 TVs, Sunday Liquor!
18 & Over until 9 on Sundays!

Help Wanted
•Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex hrs, only 15
minutes trom BG. 90% ot past
servers have been from BGSU!
Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr.. Maumee, OH
1419)693-2290
Bartending up to S300/day
No exp needed, training courses
avail, call 800-965-6520 X174.
CSC is the premier provider
ot crowd management, security
and guest services for the
entertainment and sporting event
industries We are holding open
interviews on August 29th
in room 221 ol Perry Stadium,
9am to 8pm 419-372-0560

Help Wanted
Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campu9! Pay is
S7.30/hr Pick up application at
Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc. 428 Clough St, BG, OH
Immediate Direct Care
Opening! In BG, Hasklne,
Walbrldge & Portage!
If you love to Interact with people.
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day,
this is the job for you! Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc. is
hiring for full time, part-time & sub
positions to assisi individuals with
developmental disabilities.
S9-S13 iat;r based on exp
Require High School Diploma or
GED & valid drivers license S
acceptable driving record (lor
driving positions only) & pre-employment background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS,
545 Pearl St., Bowling Green, OH
Monday through Friday.
Or download application at:
wvtw.wlra.org.
EOE

Visit us online at
BGNews.com

For Sale

2010 Casio electronic keyboard,
hardly used! $475. includes stand
and warranty. Call 419-902-5425.

For Rent
"11-12 houses remain.
rooms low as $225
146 S College, up to 5, AC. W/D.
1 BR apts /house next to campus.
all next to campus. 419-353-0325.
1/1/12 rentals also avail
next to campus
CartyRentals.com/some sem only

For Rent

For Rent

Garage/ Rummage/

1 BR apt. close to campus, ideal
for grad students, avail. Sept.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

Highland Management
1 BR w/ study - $595/mo,
Call 419-354-6036
bghighlandmgmt.com

Garage Sale -Sat 8 Sun 9a-3p.
Lots of girls/ young women's
clothes, shoes, handbags
Very low prices!
634 Rosewood Drive, BG.

2BR upper apt on a quiet street.
S525/mo ♦ utilities.
Call 419-352-3139 after 5pm.

Eft.ffi.iil.f

Medium sized 3BR house,
Third St, close to BGSU
Call 419-601-3225 for more info

3BR apt. in Victorian house, part
turn, D/W. washer, bay windows,
hard wood floors, off St. parking,
near BGSU and town. Main St.
9-12 mo lease, $795/mo + utils.
Call 386-405-3318.

Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/
deck, dose to campus, yr lease.
$450/mo+utHs, call 419-654-5716.

4BR house near downtown,
avail immed! W/D, A/C. garage,
$1200/mo -futile, 419-308-1733.

Roomate needed for loft apt,
male pref $250/mo + utils.
Call 386-405-3318.

STUDENTS1 Need that special
something to complete your room
at a great price? ANSWER:
Large family garage sale with
desk, compact trig, microwave,
humidifier, TV's, X-mas tree,
comics, household items, purses,
shoes, lewelry S much morel
Friday & Saturday, 9am-4pm.
Close to campus, north on
College to Newton, right past
Mercer to Barr Rd, 17485 Barr.

Looking for cleaning help,
1 -4 days per week, 5-15 hrs/wk.
MUST BE AVAIL. MORNINGS &
HAVE RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION Starting pay $7.50/mo.
Contact Amy at 330-620-6927.
Part-time delivery drivers & flyer
distribution Speedy Burrito.

Call 419-806-4727
PT Bartender needed for
BG Eagles. 1163 N Main St.
Apply in person, open 10am-11 p.
PT. time gymnastics coach for
BG Gymnastics Academy.
Beginner classes thru competitive
team. Prev coaching exp pref.
Call 419-509-5795

You don't have to live like this.

Do you like to work with people?
Join our wait stall! 21 yrs & ovet.
Inquire at Naslada Bistro
m person at 182 S Main St. BG
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BIG Ten
BIT
226 W Wooster
Bowling Green
GRAND VICTORIAN
MLS#5027966
4 BR. 3BA
Orlg Woodwork
Granite counters
MANY UPDATES I

John Newlove RE
419-352-6553

Call now

WE ALSO OFFER:

419-806-4727
OPEN DAILY
llam-stam
FREE Delivery for whole campus
BG1-Cash-Credit Card Friendly

melts In
your mouth
tender
steak

425 E. WOOSTER
ENTRANCE BEHIND DOMINO'S

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Bask Cable

> 2 Swimming Pooh

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 112 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> FreeDVOUbrary

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTHEHTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop0gerdenlch.eom
Hours. Mon-Frl 9am-5pm, Sat 11 am-3pm

Call us about our current specials!

